Abstract No. diam8288 Beamline(s): X25 Introduction: The L emission spectra of tungsten were studied mostly in the context of Coster-Kroning transition probabilities. The recent study of Vlaicu et al. [1] is among the few addressing contributions to the Lα 1,2 line shapes from satellites due to N-shell spectator hole transitions. These, however, strongly overlap the diagram lines, and cannot be separated out. By contrast, satellites originating in the M-shell, or more inner shell, spectator transitions are in principle, separable from the W Lα 1,2 lines, and can be studied by high-resolution measurements. Although detected in early photographic measurements [2,3], their low intensity (≤10 -3 of that of the Lα 1 line) and high background due to the wings of the Lα 1,2 spectrum effectively prevented their detailed study. We present here the first highresolution measurements of such a satellite, the W Lα'.
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